BABBITT AND STRAVINSKY UNDER THE SERIAL "REGIME" Babbitt's more general influence, his role in shaping our larger musical culture, is the topic of this article. I want to focus in particular on t 1950s and 1960s in this country. It is frequently asserted that this wa period in which Babbitt and his serial approach dominated the Americ musical scene. Indeed, the notion of a serial "tyranny" has taken firm hold in journalistic and musicological accounts of the period.2 detractors, Stravinsky's decision to adopt a serial approach, first tentatively in his Cantata (1952) and Septet (1953) , and then with increasing assurance and individuality throughout the 1950s and 1960s, was understood as an epochal event. Stravinsky was the most famous composer in the world, the first and still the only composer in the Western classical tradition to become an international media superstar during his lifetime. His serial music never received the attention of his early ballets, but was far more visible than any other serial music composed during that period.
As a result, Stravinsky's change of style in 1952 has always been Exhibit A for both the prosecution and defense in the case of musical [Schoenberg's] school was so strong and influential that it compelled obeisance in all lands. One by one the coryphees declared their fealty. We have witnessed the most abject surrender only recently, when Stravinsky, always aloof, arrogant, used to command, bared his head before "the three Viennese," obediently accepting terms. 4 Stravinsky is seen (like Copland) as currying favor with a younger generation of avant-garde composers.
In the 60s, Copland had the world at his feet except for that small portion older composers most crave: young composers. The young at that moment were immersed in Bouleziana, a mode quite foreign to Copland's very nature (as to the nature of Stravinsky, who also sold out to the system).... It was poignant to see Copland and Stravinsky trying to please Boulez.5
According to this notion, serial composers, despite their small numbers and limited temporal power, controlled the intellectual high ground and instilled in Stravinsky a sense of intellectual inferiority which impelled him to toe the serial line.
Like all Russian composers, Stravinsky envied the Germans their traditions. The mask fell when it became so terribly important for him to establish belated and retroactive connections with the New Vienna School. Typical of Stravinsky the serialist were self-pityi assertions like this one, from Dialogues and a Diary: "I am a doub emigre, born to a minor musical tradition and twice transplanted to other minor ones." At a Stravinsky centennial symposium at Not Dame in November 1982 I recalled this passage and asked, rhetor cally, whether anyone could imagine calling the French traditi "minor." I can still hear Milton Babbitt's "Oh, I can!"-interjecte only half in jest. I recalled that it was Babbitt who had show The motivation for this strained concoction [Canon (On a Russi Popular Tune), Stravinsky's serial setting of the main theme of t
Firebird finale], so strangely lacking in Stravinskian finesse, is hard t fathom, unless it was to impress his friends at Princeton.7
Stravinsky's change in compositional style, then, can be viewed e as a vindication of serialism or a measure of its power to coerce intimidate by virtue of its intellectual prestige. Either way, Stravi functions as a bellwether, a leading indicator and embodiment of cultu trends. Whatever factors shaped Stravinsky's serial turn thus shaped a the larger musical culture. It becomes an important historical task, the to ascertain the extent to which younger serial composers, inclu Babbitt, influenced Stravinsky. Did Babbitt play on Stravinsky's sen intellectual inferiority to pressure him into writing a kind of music t would otherwise have been alien to him, or was Babbitt's influence more benign kind? Indeed, did Babbitt have any significant impact at Babbitt was, and remains, the dominant figure in American post serialism. By the early 1950s, when Stravinsky began his serial t Babbitt was already known as the leading figure among the small group of younger American composers interested in Schoenberg and Webern. When Stravinsky, guided by Robert Craft, began to share that interest, it was logical and inevitable that he and Babbitt would come into contact.8 Indeed, Stravinsky and Babbitt were in frequent and friendly contact throughout this period.
I knew Stravinsky very well. We were very close indeed-we were friends-and I lived very closely with him through the period in which he became enamored of all these ideas and forged for himself a very special technique. 9 Babbitt was an early and knowledgeable student of Stravinsky's serial music, and his early analytical study of it remains a standard source of information. 10 Babbitt's knowledge of Stravinsky's music was profound, detailed, and intimate, as the following anecdote suggests:
On the morning of 9 January 1960 Stravinsky conducted the final rehearsal for the first, so to speak, performance of the Movements, after which he lunched with the pianist for whom the work was commissioned, her husband, and others of us. Although or perhaps because the luncheon wine had been ordinary neither in quality nor quantity, Stravinsky-at the conclusion of lunch-insisted that Claudio Spies and I escort him from the Ambassador Hotel-the luncheon scene-down the street to the Gladstone, and then up to his suite, where he further insisted that we sit, surrounding him, while he produced and displayed all of his copious notes, alphanumerical and musical, for the Movements, and then proceeded, as if to restore for himself and convey to us his original, unsullied image of the work, to lead us on a charted voyage of rediscovery. I do not know how long his exegesis lasted, but I do recall that dusk arrived and we scarcely could follow visually the paths and patterns that his finger fashioned from his arrays of pitch-class letters, but we dared not switch on the light for fear it would disrupt the flow of his discourse and the train of his rethinking. But I doubt that it would have, for he did not drop a syllable in whatever language he was speaking at that moment when I, in a spontaneous burst of detente, observed that the hexachord of the Movements was, in content, that of Schoenberg's De Profundis. If I do not recall when that extraordinary exposition ended, I surely cannot recall how, but I do recall how Claudio Spies and I attempted immediately, collaboratively, and subsequently to reconstruct that grand tour.11
The reverse, however, was not true. There is no evidence that lui a.
lui a.
ICR. 7I(a:;\ K . Stravinsky was aware of what he imagined the younger serial composers thought of him before he made his serial turn. Craft describes the crisis brought on by the negative reception of The Rake's Progress. The Rake's Progress was regarded by most critics as the work of a master but also a throwback, the last flowering of a genre.... I have all around me the spectacle of composers who, after their generation has had its decade of influence and fashion, seal themselves off from further development and from the next generation (as I say this, exceptions come to mind, Krenek, for instance). Of course, it requires greater effort to learn from one's juniors, and their manners are not invariably good. But when you are seventy-five and your generation has overlapped with four younger ones, it behooves you not to decide in advance "how far composers can go," but to try to discover whatever new thing it is makes the new generation new.26
But despite his awareness of new music around him, in the world of twelve-tone composition Stravinsky was, to a very large extent, an autodidact. In its specific content, Stravinsky's twelve-tone music bears virtually no trace of influence from the younger generation of twelvetone composers to whose system he is supposed, by some, to have capitulated.
In a series of works, extending from the Septet and Cantata of 1952 and 1953 through the Requiem Canticles of 1966, Stravinsky developed his own distinctive serial style and wrote a range of compelling works. There is hardly a work in the period in which he did not try something new-his music continually evolved, and in ways that were essentially independent of both previous and contemporary developments. In listening to and studying these works, one comes away, I think, with a sense of a continuous and adventurous exploration. Here is a composer at the height of his eminence turning away from familiar habits to try something new, and not just once, but again and again, searching restlessly, and creating works of unsurpassed beauty and power. Stravinsky's late works are best understood not as a bowing to pressure or a toeing of a party line, but as a willed, individual voyage of exploration. 
